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Abstract :  Multiple-input  multiple-output  (MIMO)wireless technology  in  combination  with  orthogonal  frequency division  

multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM)  is an  attractive air-interface  solution  for  next-generation  wireless communication systems. It 

can increase capacity of system and/or it is possible to have more reliable transmission using MIMO technology. This technique 

of using multiple antennas at both ends in communication system can be combined with OFDM to achieve spectral efficiency as 

well as reliability. The modulation technique is a key approach for long distance data transmission. The use of higher-order 

modulation provides the possibility for higher bandwidth utilization, that is, the possibility to provide higher data rates within a 

given bandwidth. However, the higher bandwidth utilization comes at the cost of reduced robustness to noise and interference. 

Alternatively expressed, higher-order modulation schemes, such as 16-QAM or 64-QAM, require a higher Eb/N0 at the receiver 

for a given bit error probability, compared to other digital modulation technique such as QPSK. This paper reviews about the 

various digital modulation techniques for higher order. 

 

IndexTerms -MIMO-OFDM, Modulation order, Wireless, QAM. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Wireless world today, demanding applications supporting high data transmission rate with high spectral efficiency and 

reliability. This requirement calls for a technology that increases spectral efficiency and offer high quality of service (QoS) to 

multiple users at the same time. MIMO plus OFDM [1] can offer increased spectral efficiency through use of multi carrier 

modulation and spatial-multiplexing gain offered by MIMO [2]. This technology can also improve link reliability and offer high 

quality of service (QoS) through the diversity gain achievable by MIMO technology. With advancements in baseband digital 

signal processing and VLSI technology MIMO OFDM can be implemented with lesser complexity to use in practical systems. 

MIMO OFDM therefore has become the most suitable technology of choice for high data rate systems. 

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a procedure, strategy or plan for advanced multi-transporter regulation 

utilizing numerous firmly divided subcarriers - a formerly tweaked flag balanced into another flag of higher frequency and 

transfer speed.[2] Multi-reception apparatus MIMO (or Single client MIMO) innovation has been created and executed in a few 

norms, e.g., 802.11n items. Here are two generally portrayed TCM classes: the foreseen TCM and the multidimensional trellis 

coded change which is known to give high transmission limit adequacy. In this work, it is focus on the execution examination of 

the second kind of TCM as an outside code. it is consider here on the apparent four multidimensional TCM (4D-TCM) plot 

delineated in which offers high data rate. [3] 

 
Figure 1: Modulation Schemes 

The raising solicitations for quick and strong remote trades have nudged change of multi input– multi output (MIMO) systems 

with different radio wires at each transmitter and recipient sides. To viably gather the capacity and collection increments practical 

by MIMO channels, different space-time continuum process procedures have been created, for instance, Ringer Labs layered 

space-time continuum models and orthogonal space-time continuum piece codes, to give a few cases. To also update the structure 

capacity, information theoretic research exhibits that an info channel can be utilized to give channel state information (CSI) to the 
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source point, which could influence quiets circle limit picks down basically once the clarity time of the MIMO channel is 

sufficiently sweeping. 

II. BACKGROUND 

M. Paek et al., [1] This work proposes an exhibition upgrade conspire utilizing a coordinated multi-point (CoMP) with spatial 

phase coding (SPC) based on multiple-input-multiple-output orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) in a 

heterogeneous system (HetNet) framework. In the customary framework, the exhibition of the mobile terminal (MT) is corrupted 

due to the inter-cell interference (ICI).  

S. Jacobsson et al., [2] it is consider the downlink of a massive multiuser (MU) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 

framework in which the base station (BS) is furnished with low-goals digital-to-analog converters (DACs). Rather than most 

existing outcomes, it is accept that the framework operates over a frequency-particular wideband channel and uses orthogonal 

frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) to streamline evening out at the user equipment (UEs).  

C. Sacchi et al., [3] In this work, it is propose a suitable multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) answer for high bit-rate 

transmission in the E-band with application to little cell backhaul based on space-time shift keying (STSK) and orthogonal 

frequency division multiplexing. STSK gives an effective tradeoff among assorted variety and multiplexing without interchannel 

interference and without the requirement for enormous reception apparatus clusters.  

S. Yadav, et al., [4] presents the technique to increase throughput and bit-error performance by transmitting extra information 

bits in each subcarrier block as well as to decrease the complexity of the detector. In this paper, soft trellis decoding algorithm is 

implemented with channel estimation using Neuro-LS technique. The result analysis shows the better performance of trellis 

decoder with respect to BER and Neuro-LS channel estimation with respect to BER.  

P. Tsai, et al., [5] This work introduces the plan and usage of a 4 × 4 multiple-input multiple-output orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) baseband recipient for indoor high-throughput remote correspondence frameworks. The 

beneficiary uses transmission capacities of 40, 80, and 160 MHz that relate to three operation methods of 128, 256, and 512-point 

FFT, separately. Four spatial streams are upheld to offer the greatest uncoded information rate of 2.6 Gbps. Channel pre-preparing 

based on arranged QR deterioration and the non-consistent K-best soft-output MIMO detector are embraced to upgrade the 

framework execution.  

E. V. Zorita et al., [6] In this work, propose a versatile channel estimation technique based on Doppler expectation and time 

smoothing, whose choice coordinated operation considers decrease in the pilot overhead. Framework execution is demonstrated 

utilizing genuine information transmitted in the 10-15-kHz acoustic band from a vehicle moving at 0.5-2 m/s and got over a 

shallow-water channel, utilizing quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) and a differing number of transporters going from 64 to 

1024. 

C. K. Sung et  al., [7] In this work, it is propose grouped quantization systems for multiuser multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) 

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) utilizing star grouping based codebooks. Group of stars based codebooks 

give adaptability and effective codeword search capacity, which are key highlights for functional multiuser MIMO-OFDM 

frameworks with an enormous number of receiving wires. The proposed grouped quantization conspire quantizes sequential 

subcarriers into a solitary codeword that limits accumulated quantization errors. it is base our new grouping systems on two star 

grouping based quantization techniques. 

Z. Iqbal et al., [8] Utilization of Remote interchanges for Metropolitan Territory System (MAN) in shopper hardware has 

expanded essentially in the ongoing past. This work, introduces the exhibition examination of four diverse channel coding and 

interleaving plans for MIMO-OFDM interchanges frameworks. A correlation is done based on the BER, equipment usage assets 

prerequisite, and power scattering. It additionally introduces a memory-proficient and low-dormancy interleave execution 

procedure for the MIMO-OFDM correspondence framework. It is demonstrated that among the four coding and interleaving plans 

considered, the cross-receiving wire coding and per-reception apparatus interleaving plays out the best under all SNR conditions 

and for all regulation plans.  

III.  SPACE-TIME BLOCK CODES 

The channel display, and the plan criteria of room time square codes, it is next give a study of a few distinct developments of 

room time piece codes in the writing. it is survey the absolute most essential developments of room time piece codes, including 

orthogonal space-time codes, corner to corner logarithmic space-time codes and immaculate space-time codes. it is take note of 

that every one of these groups of room time codes are completely various. it is will order these groups of room time square codes 

as far as their gathering decodability. Despite the fact that gathering decidability acts the most pessimistic scenario ML 

deciphering multifaceted nature, it isn't the main factor in deciding the most pessimistic scenario interpreting unpredictability. 

Notwithstanding, deciding the gathering decidability of a space-time piece code is as yet helpful. For instance, consider a space-
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time piece code that is - gather decodable. In the event that the most pessimistic scenario translating unpredictability of the 

considerable number of gatherings is the same, at that point the most pessimistic scenario interpreting intricacy of the code is 

equivalent to the most pessimistic scenario disentangling many-sided quality of any one gathering.  

Space-time block codes (STBC) are a general rendition of Alamouti topic. These plans have a comparable key alternative. Hence, 

these codes are orthogonal and might accomplish full transmit assorted variety indicated by the amount of transmit radio wires. In 

an alternate word, space-time piece codes are an elegant adaptation of Alamouti's space-time code in, where the coding and 

translating plans are consistent as there inside the Alamouti space-time, Space-Time Square coding (STBC) acknowledge on the 

start exhibit by Alamouti. This issue give transmit and get decent variety to MIMO framework this shows maximal proportion 

Get Joining (MRRC) topic. The framework utilizes 2 transmit radio wires and also one get recieving wire alongside it will be 

characterized by the accompanying 3 capacities:  

• En-coding and de-coding transmission arrangement data Images at the transmitter  

• Consolidate motion by methods for commotion at the beneficiary  

• Greatest probability diversity. 

Larger peaks in the instantaneous signal power imply that the transmitter power amplifier must be over-dimensioned to avoid the 

power amplifier nonlinearities, occurring at high instantaneous power levels, that cause corruption to the signal to be transmitted. 

As a consequence, the power amplifier efficiency will be reduced, leading to increased power consumption. In addition, there will 

be a negative impact on the power amplifier cost. Alternatively, the average transmit power must be reduced, implying a reduced 

range for a given data rate. High power amplifier efficiency is especially important for the UE, that is, in the uplink direction, 

because of the importance of low UE power consumption and cost. For the base station, high power amplifier efficiency, though 

far from irrelevant, is still somewhat less important. Thus, large peaks in the instantaneous signal power are less of an issue for 

the downlink compared to the uplink and, consequently, higher-order modulation is more suitable for the downlink compared to 

the uplink. 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

 

Wireless communications technologies are growing rapidly. MIMO-OFDM technique has various advantages and it is practically 

applicable in communication to enhance channel performance. Number of transmitter and receiver antenna in MIMO system 

effect channel performance. In this review work discuss previous work related to MIMO-OFDM techniques for different 

modulation and find efficient technique for higher order MIMO-OFDM system. The space time block coding is a efficient 

technique for improve the performance of MIMO-OFDM communication system. 
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